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Norwegian Nomad
T R A V E L  &  L I F E S T Y L E  C O U P L E

About 
us

Hi there! We are a travel couple who share our passions for all

the best things in life - be that a stunning hotel, beautiful

clothes or unmissable experiences - with our significant and

highly engaged audience!

We believe in maintaining a high level of integrity and credibility

and so we only promote products and services which we

ourselves love!  Promotions we carry out therefore resonate with

our follower base, giving us our high conversion rates.

Our

content

Our content focuses on three main pillars: Travel, lifestyle and

healthy living. We aim to bring beautiful created and unique

content highlighting destinations and products to our followers.

Some of
our proud
partners

60,000+ 15,000+



Influencer

Marketing
Traditional marketing channels are rapidly

giving way to more engaging and immersive

advertising strategies.

 

 Social media marketing campaigns through

quality content creators are widely

acknowledged to provide a vastly superior

return on investment (ROI) per dollar spent.

Case Study

In the summer of 2018 we created a range of

content for Sailogy, a service offering week-

long sailboat and catamaran charters

worldwide. Through the use of a unique

tracking link we were able to track the

number of chartered ships directly resulting

from the content we created.

 

In the 9 months following our collaboration

with Sailogy we are proud to have generated

21 booked charters so far - with the content

remaining live and continuing to generate

leads as our follower base grows.

Contact Details

Phone / Email

+47 466 47 867 /

contact@norwegiannomad.co.uk

Website / Social Media

www.norwegiannomad.co.uk /

@thatnorwegiannomad



Services provided

Professional promotional

photography/videography.

Narrative crafting/ marketing

consulting

Aerial content creation

Collaboration fees

Highlight in blog post: £500

Highlight of your product/service in the

context of a wider, relevant blog post.

Instagram post: £375 each

Photo shoot of your product/service & 

accompanying promotional Instagram post. 

Package deals available on request.

Dedicated blog post: £1000

A blog post dedicated solely to your product/

service with an accompanying set of at least 3 

unique images.

Instagram stories: £150 each

High quality stories highlighting and 

promoting your product/service. Can include 

links directly to your site/shop. Package deals 

available on request.

Original content creation with

accompanying content rights

Bespoke video content priced on 

request


